Length representation in normal and neglect subjects with opposite reading habits studied through a line extension task.
In the first part of this paper, 45 French (left-to-right readers) and 30 Israeli (right-to-left readers) normal dextrals were given half a line and requested to construct the missing other with the same length (either the left one or the right one). Using this line extension task, a significant effect of reading habits on the performance was found, with no significant bias for Israeli subjects, and a significant underconstruction when building the left half from the right one for French subjects. In the second part, two patients with opposite reading habits (one French, one Israeli) suffering from left unilateral neglect were submitted to the same protocol. Both patients were found to under-construct the right half of the line from the left given half, and to over-construct the left half from the right given one, hence reproducing the well-known line bisection bias. Results are discussed with regard to enhancement and activation hypotheses, and current theories of the neglect syndrome.